Overview:
We support goal 6 which is
clean water and sanitation. In this project, we’re aiming
to raise awareness to children about reducing the use of
water, recycling the trash instead of throwing it in seas

and rivers, and reducing the amount of water used in watering plants, washing
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cars, and showering.
In Egypt, polluted water is common in many water bodies, which
causes diseases to spread rapidly and more than 46% of the population suffer
from kidney diseases and virus C. This is why we
are working our best to reduce these diseases.
Therefore, we are organizing campaigns
for children, whom their ages are between 4 and 16 years, to help
them understand the importance of water and the harmful effects of
polluted water.
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Our journey:
In the beginning, we thought of teaching the children about saving water, so we had an
idea of teaching them by awareness campaigns. We
thought how we could share the idea with children
through a simple puppet show.
In our school, we started by entering KG and
elementary classes to present the puppet show. We
succeeded in sharing the awareness between
children as we asked them after the show to answer some simple questions and
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they replied correctly. Then, we started making posters and spreading them across
the school. We gained more recognition and people started to spread the idea.
During our process in spreading awareness, we planted vegetables using
less water than usual and it grew as healthy as using
excess of water. Also, we interviewed the gardener
and we knew that he uses a lot of water, so we
advised him to use less water.
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THE NEXT CHAPTER:
We are aiming to reduce the usage of water by doing more campaigns for different ages
to help them recognize how important water is to us and all living things. We are also trying to
help reduce the polluted water by spreading awareness through these campaigns and workshops.

